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• Complete all three problems. Make sure that there ARE three problems.

• Show all work for full credit.

• If you need extra space, you may write on the back of each page, but please indicate that
you have done so. Otherwise, the grader might miss your work and not award credit.

• You may use a scientific calculator during this exam. Graphing calculators are not per-
mitted. Also, other electronic devices are not allowed, and should be turned off and put
away for the duration of the exam.

• You do not need to simplify your answers.

• You may use one hand-written double-sided 8.5” by 11” page of notes.

• You have 50 minutes to complete the exam.

–



1. [6 points per part] You sell calculators. Your fixed costs are $240, and the average variable
cost of producing q calculators is given by the function

AV C(q) = 0.01q2 − 0.5q + 26

(a) Find the total cost of producing 30 calculators, TC(30).

(b) Find a formula for the average cost to produce q calculators, AC(q).

(c) Compute the shutdown price.

(d) For what value(s) of q is the average variable cost $28 per calculator?



2. [8 points per part] Janelle owns an android factory and is deciding how she should price
her state-of-the-art robots.

(a) After some research, she has learned that consumers in her area would buy 72 of her
androids if she prices them at $292 each, and would buy 200 androids if she prices
them at $68 each.

Assume that demand is linear. Find an equation for the demand curve, and write it
in the form p = mq + b.

(b) The supply curve is given by the equation p = 0.5q + 58.

Find the equilibrium quantity and the equilibrium price.

If you couldn’t find the demand curve from part (a), you may use this (incorrect)
demand curve instead, and you’ll still get full credit for part (b): p = −1.2q + 330.



3. [20 points] You sell two kinds of hot dogs from your hot dog stand.

The X-treme Dog uses 10 ounces of beef. You make a $3 profit for each X-treme Dog sold.

The Yummy Dog uses 4 ounces of beef. You make a $2 profit for each Yummy Dog sold.

You have room in your food cart to bring up to 150 hot dogs, but for food safety reasons
you can only store at most 720 ounces of beef.

How many of each kind of hot dog should you make to maximize your profits? Show all
of your work.


